
Solis Slice & More Kitchen Multi Processor

 

DESCRIPTION

The Solis Slice & More is the perfect solution for many
cutting and slicing chores in your kitchen. This compact
multi-purpose grater allows you to conveniently slice,
shred, grate and grind soft food such as many types of
fruit and even hard food like nuts and chocolate.

The Solis Slice & More is not only multifunctional, it is
also a joy to use. Choose a cutting drum and push it into
the holder of the appliance. Place a bowl under the
opening of the cutting drum to collect the processed
food. The appliance requires only little attention. By a
single push of the power switch, you switch the grater on
and select the desired speed setting at the same time.
Fill the funnel with the food you wish to slice or grate and
use the tamper to safely push the food down the funnel.
Switch the appliance off to remove and clean all parts
and you're already done.

Powered by a 350-watt motor, this grater cuts raw and
hard or cooked and soft ingredients into small or coarse
pieces in no time. Simply select the high speed setting
for hard and raw food to increase the grating power.
Many types of vegetables and fruit are suitable for use
with the thin and thick slicing drums. The grating drum is
ideal for hard cheese, nuts, chocolate, breadcrumbs and
similar food. The coarse shredding drum is ideal for
apples, carrots, celery and cheese. Use the grinding
drum if you are looking to finely process apples, carrots,
radish, chocolate and boiled potatoes or garlic.
The plastic parts of the grater are free of BPA. Its high-
quality case made of brushed stainless steel is designed
for maximum ease of use while at the same time being a
joy to look at. All materials are easy to clean for ultimate
convenience.
A clever storage compartment wraps up and hides
unused cable from your view, making your kitchen look
tidy and neat at all times.
Slicing, grating and grinding in style has never been this
easy!

For further product specs and information please visit http://www.awardappliances.co.nz or contact us (03) 348-0556 | sales@award.co.nz



DIMENSIONS

 Width 130

 Depth 190

 Height 300

 Volume

COLOURS

Stainless
Steel
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